Chamber of Secrets Quotes Afloat!

There are quotes from *Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets* floating around and we don’t know who said what! Find the person who said each of these quotes before they float away! (If you’re stumped, you can ask your host for a hint!)

**Quote #1:** “It was a c-cat hair!”

**Answer:**

**Quote #2:** “It is our choices, Harry, that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #3:** “I don’t want to be rude or anything, but - this isn’t a great time for me to have a house-elf in my bedroom.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #4:** “There are strange likenesses between us, after all. Even you must have noticed.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #5:** “This Halloween will be my five hundredth deathday.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #6:** “…and five-time winner of Witch Weekly’s Most-Charming-Smile Award—but I don’t talk about that.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #7:** “No one asked your opinion, you filthy little Mudblood.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #8:** “Ah, sir, there is a danger you must not face! Say you won’t go back, sir!”

**Answer:**

**Quote #9:** “Never trust anything that can think for itself if you can’t see where it keeps its brain.”

**Answer:**

**Quote #10:** “You’ve lost me my servant, boy!”

**Answer:**

Choose from these answers. (Not every name will be used.):

- Ron Weasley
- Gilderoy Lockhart
- Seamus Finnigan
- Draco Malfoy
- Dobby
- Hagrid
- Professor Dumbledore
- Mr. Weasley
- Professor Flitwick
- Professor Snape
- Professor McGonagall
- Harry Potter
- Nearly Headless Nick
- Tom Riddle
- Crabbe
- Goyle
- Lucius Malfoy